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Through questioning and activities, students will develop concepts of acceptance cone and 

acceptance angle and their relationship to total internal reflection, the critical angle and illumination 

along the fiber.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Acrylic rod  =“fiber optic core” ; Surrounding medium (ex. water)  =“cladding”   

Students compare  measured angle with calculated acceptance angle.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Active Learning Pedagogy 
 

Place goniometer inside  the graduated cylinder so that the protractor rests on top.  Shine the laser 

into the acrylic rod while the rod is surrounded by air.  Slowly increase the angle of the laser from 

the normal of the laser-acrylic interface.   

 

Do you see TIR in the rod?  If so, at what angle with the normal do you first see TIR?   

If you keep increasing the angle of the laser away from the rod normal, what happens? 

Is there an angle between the laser light and the rod that won’t produce TIR?  If so, what is it? 

What does this tell you about the acceptance cone and acceptance angle of the air-acrylic 

interface? 

What would happen to the acceptance cone if we changed the surrounding medium to water?  

Let’s try it. 
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Experiment using a macroscopic acrylic rod 
 

Loyola University Maryland and Rockhurst University received an NSF Transforming 

Undergraduate Education in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (TUES) 

grant award in May 2012 for collaborative work on the Physics of Medicine (POM).   
 

Grant Funded Project Design 
 Three upper division physics teaching modules for POM. 

• Fiber Optics and Light Delivery – 1st module and focus of poster 

• Nuclear Physics and Nuclear Medicine 

• Pressure in the Human Body 
 

Choice of Grant Module Topics 
•Fulfill a need for suitable teaching materials for students in POM Courses 

•Background:  Calc I or Calc II and 1 year of introductory physics 
 

Teaching approach 
•Active learning, inquiry-based , medically relevant pedagogical content modules. 

•Flexible set of teaching materials to fit different course needs in content and equipment 

cost. 
 

Success of POM Program at Rockhurst (started 2009) 
•Builds upon introductory physics principles 

•Application of physics to the human body and medicine 

•Successful program brought large growth & new students to upper division physics  

(2012 :  5 POM Majors and 39 POM minors) 

Introduction 

The different sections of this poster describe the teaching 
approach and the hands-on activities for a POM module on 
fiber optics. 

 

Students will be introduced to the use of fiber optics in medicine through patient scenarios 

of two different procedures:  an appendectomy and a colonoscopy / polypectomy.  The 

medical application is presented first in the module to engage the students’ interest.             

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on a foundation of geometric optics and total internal reflection, students 

work through pedagogical and experimental activities to develop their 

understanding of illumination, numerical aperture, coupling, wave guiding, 

diffraction, and spherical aberration.  These principles will be applied to the 

use of endoscopes  for viewing and surgery in medicine. 

Applications of fiber optics that we will study in our module are endoscopic 

viewing  and laser therapy such as tissue ablation.  

Fiber Optics and Light Delivery in Medicine 
 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In endoscopes, fibers are used to 

illuminate internal structures in the 

body and view them.  We are 

currently developing an experiment 

using macroscopic acrylic rods for 

students to learn about: 

•Coupling a white light source 

(ex.flashlight) into a macroscopic 

fiber bundle. 

•Fibers that act like pixels. 

•Spatial resolution and imaging. 

•Field-of-view. 

  

D. DiGiovanni, OFS Laboratories, is 

exploring the possibility of making an 

endoscope with low-cost, real fiber 

bundles. 

 

NA = sin ;   f/# = f/D 

ddiff = k f/# where k = 4/  Gaussian beam; 

                                   2.44 uniform beam 

Experiment  using fiber optics 

The fiber is used in laser surgery.  To direct light to the target, the beam must be “coupled” to 

the fiber.   Because the beam is typically several millimeters in diameter and the fiber core is 

200  1000  in diameter, careful optical and mechanical design must be conducted to 

minimize losses of light at the fiber input and stabilize the setup. 

  
 

We have designed an experiment  to illustrate the 

effects of varying the NA of the coupling lens.  To 

make the phenomenon easier to see, the laser beam 

is expanded into a 1” beam.  A converging lens 

(coupler) is placed before the fiber.  The students will 

learn about: 

• Working with industrial optics. 

• Geometric optics, NA and f/# of the coupler. 

• Acceptance angle and NA of the fiber. 

• Gaussian optics. 

• Effects  on the focused beam waist due to: 

o diffraction ddiff  

o spherical aberrations (daberr ≤ .067 f / (f/#)3) 

  

 As the focal length of the coupler lens is varied, the students measure the output intensity and can 

see that when NAlens > NAfiber, there is loss of light. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data on coupling experiment 

The fiber output intensity is plotted for 

variable focal lengths of the coupler.  

An aperture was placed in front of the 

coupler to limit the beam diameter to 

11.9 mm; therefore the middle, flatter 

portion of the Gaussian beam was 

directed into the core.  The graph 

shows that for large NAlens, the fiber is 

overfilled.  For the three data points 

with small NAlens, the fiber is 

underfilled.  The red line shows an 

intensity of (1 – e-2).  The intersection 

of the red line with a best fit line to the 

four right data points shows that the 

measured NAfiber is a little less than 

0.12, the nominal NA of the fiber. 
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At the distal end, the light exits as a cone with NA  NAfiber.  If NA = .3 (realistic value for a 

medical fiber) and if the fiber is held 1 mm from the target, the diameter of the beam at the 

target is 

 

 tan  = d/2L where sin  = .3 

 d = 0.6 mm at the 1/e2 level. 

  
In some applications, this beam 

diameter is sufficient.  But in 

others, it may be necessary to 

collimate the beam or direct the 

light at a different angle.  Shaping 

the beam is accomplished by 

microlenses or altering the 

refractive surface of the core at 

the fiber output.  The students will 

evaluate the beam quality when at 

least one converging lens is 

placed at the exit, and will realize 

the importance of research on 

optical design at the output. 

Shaping the beam at the distal end of the fiber 


